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SVAZEK 4 (1959) A P L I K A C E MATE MÁTI KY ČÍSLO 2 
STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL OF OUT-OF-RGUNDNESS 
OF MACHINED P A R T S 
VLADIMIB, K L E G A 
(Received March 27th, 1958.) DT: 330.655 
I n the article a method is proposed for the Statistical quality 
control of deviations from roundness of machined parts . The method 
is based on the assumption of Weibull's distribution, further on the 
uniformly most powerful test for verifying the exceeding of the pre­
scribed tolerance and on the test using the / : th value from the top in 
a random sample. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I n current literature, various questions relating to deviations from roundness 
of eylindrically shaped parts have been treated, since it is evident t h a t such 
deviations play an important role in the at ta inment of high quality of precise 
products. The basic deviations from roundness are ovality and more generally 
out-of-roundness [5]. In practice the method of measuring deviations from 
roundness depends on the assumed geometrical shape of the cross-section of 
the machined part . When measuring on the basis of two-point contact (Fig. 1), 
the detail in question is rotated between two parallel planes and the difference 
between t h e maximum and minimum diameter of the detail is noted (ovality). 
When measuring on the basis of three-point contact (Fig. 2), the detail is 
rotated in a prismatic base and the difference between the maximum and 
minimum measured value is noted. I n this case the third point of contact is 
t h a t of the measuring indicator and lies in the plane of symmetry of the prisma­
tic base (out-of-roundness). 
On the basis of experimental material it can be assumed, t h a t the deviation 
from roundness | has Weibull's distribution 
fw{x; a, 0) = £- xt-1 eTlT", x > 0 , a > 0 , 0 > 0 , (1.1) 
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with parameters a and fi (e. g. KUTAJ [1] recommends this distribution for 
/5 = 2). Thus £P has the exponential distribution 
1 __ 
/ь(я; a) = -e ° , x> 0 , cr > 0 , 
with mean value cr and variance a2. 
.1.2) 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
The problem is, assuming the parameter /S to be known, to test the null 
hypothesis H0 : a 5S a0 with respect to the alternative hypothesis Hx : a > a0> 
which corresponds to the exceeding of the upper limit to the out-of-roundness. 
2. T H E U N I F O R M L Y MOST P O W E R F U L TEST 
We begin with the simple hypotheses H0 : a = a0 and Hx: a = ax> ax > cr0. 
The most powerful test of level a must satisfy the Neyman-Pearson condition 
П Іw(xk, aг) 
k=i 
n 
П fw(x]c, a0) 
> ca , (2.1) 
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where ca depends on the level a. Inserting (1.1) in (2.1) we obtain 
;,= (2o)<M<< 
n 
L e. X is an increasing function of — ̂ > x^ for all ox > o0, so tha t the region 
(2.1) is equivalent to the region 
n Á<
xк > z<г<»n"* ' 
n 
2 V 
where za„,niCl, in view of the fact t h a t — / M has the chi-square distribution 
with 2n degrees of freedom, is equal to 
5ü. v2 
- 2% ^ 2 r г , a ' ^ 2 ' 2 ^ 
00 
vi^iere %ln> a is the 100<% percent value of the chi-square distribution ( J %ln(v)&v = 
= <%). Since the critical region is independent of ox, ox > o0, the test based 
on t h e statistic 
n 
^2« (2-3) 
is the uniformly most powerful test of HQ with respect to the alternative hy­
pothesis Hl: a > o0. Moreover, if P I— 2, H <
 2<*o,«,« | cr = o-0J = a, then 
\ &=.i ! 
for a < o0 the relation P I — / £1 > Zoa,n,* I <? < « holds, so tha t the test 
uniformly most powerful also for the extended null hypothesis II0 : 
18 
o : o < o0. 
3. TEST BASED ON THE RANGE BETWEEN THE n -j- 1 - j . TH 
AND i : TH VALUE OF THE n ORDER STATISTICS 
The test based on the statistic (2.3) is too complicated for practical work 
and therefore we propose a further statistic 
e ? ( « ) = - f f , 4 i - « - f f « , , - < n + l - j . (3.1) 
where £ffc) = Ffc(£i, If, . . . . £f) and the function Vk(xx, x2, . . . , ,-r,n) denotes the 
kth. of the values xx, x2, . . . , xn arranged in ascending order of magnitude and 
|f0) ^ 0. From among all the statistics( 3.1) we choose tha t particular one 
which gives the largest power when testing the null hypothesis Lj0 : a < cr0 
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against the alternative hypothesis Ht:a> a0. Using the conception of the 
asymptotically largest power, it is shown in section 6 tha t this property is 
possessed by the statistic 
_(oi) = Q(i) = -?«+ 1-,-), J *» 0.203n , 
the asymptotic relative efficiency of which is equal to — «_ 0.05 (m and w are 
the sample sizes which give the same power when using the test based on 
(2.3) and. Q(J) respectively). 
4. STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL 
As the first suitable statistic for the statistical quality control of out-of-
-roundnesses we have indicated the random variable (2.3), which assumes the 
observed value 
'2 
k = i 
ñ^Ч> (4.1 
where xk, according to our application, are the observed values of the deviation 
from roundness f and n is the size of the random sample of machined parts. 
We take as the upper control limit the value za jnjCt, for which the equation 
p ( ^ 2 « > «*.*.) - p ( ^ 2 « > *.....) - *. («..... - -*H • 
(4.2) 
holds, where we choose the values a = 0.01 or 0.05. (The lower control limit 
equals zero.) By (4.2) we then have 
Za0)n,a = Co •
 Zl,n,oi • (4-3) 
The values z 1 ? „ 5 a (Tab. 1) are obtained from (2.2) using the tables of the critical 
values of the chi-square distribution. 
It remains to determine the value of the parameter a0 in (4.3). There are 
two ways. Either we estimate t h e parameter a0 by means of the unbiased 
estimate (4.1) when n is sufficiently large in which case 
* . „ « , « = z - z l , n , a , ( 4 - 4 ) 
or we start out from t h e specified percent of defectives lOOe % and from the 
upper limit to t h e out-of-roundness Ts. According to (1.1) and (1.2) we may 
write 
00 to 
j fw{x; a, ft) &x -= / fE(x; a) dx = e . 
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I t then follows tha t 
(the coefficient Jce is tabulated for certain values of e in Table 2), so tha t 
rpfi 
Za^a^jf- .*!.*.» = Wi, (4-5) 
where the coefficient D — ^ - / ~ " i s tabulated in Table 3). 
Jce 
As the second suitable statistic for the statistical quality control of out-of-
roundness we have indicated the random variable Q(J) — £(
s
n.i.1_j) for j & 0-203^, 
the observed value of which is 
r W = F n + 1 _ , (a& a& ...,4), (4.6) 
where xk are the observed values of the deviation from roundness £. We start 
out again from the relation for the control limit 
r<j),*,,n,a = °0 • rU),l,n,« (4.7) 
the validity of which we can prove as in (4.2), where r(J-), 1<rua = —- °"°' -• '•- • 
°o 
The values r(i)> 1>„)a for j = 1, 2 are tabulated. (Tab. 1) on the basis of the 
relation 
P[*r<x)=SiI*>™ (»-? + M)> (4-8) 
where -L(a> !3) is the Incomplete Beta-Function and EE(ir, 1) is the distribution 
function of —. The value of the parameter cr0 may, for sufficiently large n, 
be estimated by the unbiased estimate 
(l«) 
E(f?«) ! - • = - ) ' 
using the relation (6.8). If we estimate a{) on the basis of the specified percent-
age defectives lOOe %, then we have 
T* 
r(j),<r<,,>!.a — ~TT TU),l,n,a = ^ 3 • -* £ 3 (4.9) 




P(?(i) > r(n,«7„.n,a) = P (Vfi(i) > Vr(«.«r..n,_) 
/» 
it follows, t ha t for values of the statistic }lQ(j) (see (4.6)) 
P i 
VrU) = 17- n - , ( a * *_, • • v *f ) ] ' - V»-Hi-3- (*i, *-, . . . , *„) , (4.10) 
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which are thus calculated directly from the observed values of the deviations 
from roundness | , we obtain the control limit 
S(з),<т„, n,a — ]/a0 • r< (D.í.n.a ' 
Inserting (4.9) we obtain 
SU),<To,n,a — ' \ D* • ^e • 
The advantage of this method consists in the fact t ha t the deviations 
from roundness are plotted on the control chart direct in the technical units 
and tha t the calculation of values (4.10) is quite simple. On the other hand 
the change in the value of the parameter (5 evokes the change in the control 
limit. 
According to the results in section 6, the well known statistics Q(1) or g(9) 
P fi 
(]/Q(D o r \ Q(2)) f ° r sample sizes n = 5 or 10 respectively are very convenient 
for practical purposes. 
Table 1 
4, > ,a r ( i ) . , « , tx г (зU.ł . .« 
a = 0-01 a = 0-05 a = 0-01 a = 0-05 a = 0-01 (X = 0-05 
3 2-802 2-099 5-700 4-077 2-833 2-000 
4 2-511 1-938 5-987 4-363 3-174 2-327 
5 2-321 1-831 6-211 4-585 3-429 2-573 
6 2-185 1-752 6-392 4-766 3-635 2-769 
7 2-081 1-692 6-547 4-920 3-802 2-933 
8 2-000 1 -644 6-681 5-053 3-934 3-075 
9 1-934 1 -604' 6-798 5-170 4-087 3-195 
10 1-878 1-571 6-904 5-275 4-212 3-309 
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A * I) * 
£ = 0-005 є = 0-01 є = 3-006 є = 0-01 
a = 0-01 a = 0-05 a = 0-01 ix = 0-05 «,-= 0-01 a = 0-05 a = 0-01 a = 0-05 
3 1-076 0-770 1-238 0-885 0-535 0-377 0-615 0-434 
4 1-130 0-823 1-300 0-947 0-599 0-439 0-689 0-505 
5 1-Д72 0-865 1-349 0-996 0-647 0-486 0-745 0-559 
6 1-207 0-900 1-388 1-035 0-686 0-523 0-789 0-601 
7 1-236 0-929 1 -422 1-068 0-718 0-554 0-826 0-637 
8 1-261 0-954 1-451 1-097 0-742 0-580 0-854 0-668 
9 1-283 0-976 1-476 1-123 0-771 0-603 0-887 0-694 
10 1-303 0-996 1-499 1-146 0-795 0-625 0-915 0-719 
Table 5 




0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 
0-385 
0-5 0-6 0-7 0-8 
0-1 0-543 0-494 0-442 0-324 0-256 0-181 0-096 
0-2 0-582 0-512 0-439 " 0-362 0-280 0-192 0-097 




0-473 0-384 0-292 0-197 0-100 
0-389 0-295 0-198 0-100 
0-296 0-199 0-100 
0-7 0-199 0-100 
0-8 0-100 
5. LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF THE STATISTIC q{itljn) 
I n the next section we shall use the hmiting property of the statistic (3.1), 
which is stated in the following 
Theorem 1: Let in and j n depend on n so, that 
lim j n = lim (n + 1 — *„ — jn) — oo . (5.1) 
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Then the statistic q(injn) = _fn + i~i„) — lf.») ^ £i.e asymptotic normal distribu-
( n - in n - ,;„ 
*2^ 2 2 T • 
Lemma: Let r\X) r\%, . . . ??-, . . • be mutually independent random variables 
equally distributed with mean value a, finite variance 62 > 0 and the distribution 
function. F(x). 
We introduce the relation 
n 
Vn = 2 °™ *!* ' Cns > ° • 
s - 1 
If, for n -> oo, 
max c2s 
ЛPÍ^ 0 , ( Я.2) 
2 c" 
,S - 1 
^ew i/ie random variable rj* has the asymptotic normal distribution N (a'J~Q;ns, 
n s = 1 
&-20-
=1 
P r o o f . The random variables 
Vns = c n Љ , в = 1, 2, . . . , л , 
n = - 1,2, . . . 
have the mean values acns, the variances 6
2c2 s and the distribution functions 
F\—). The Lindeberg condition [8] has, therefore, for rj* = 2 rfna the form 
\Cnsf s" ]-
L„ -> 0, where 
. ^ - S f ! / (--»-)• «'(^) = o, x>o, 
I « - a c n s | > T B „ 
n 
and Bn -= D
2(??*) = &22CL- Substituting for Bn we obtain by simple c a l c l l L 
s -1 
ation the relation 
n ~ 
Ln = - - n — ^
 C"s J ' (X - ^ dF(X) = 
b2 2 Cls S~ « « | » - a | >xb]/i;c2_„ 
s 1 
<: TІ I (ж - »)2 d i P и • 
| a s - a | > . _ _ L--»« .-
raax 
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Now, if (5.2) holds, t h e n 
тb —Ï »- oo , 
max c!ìS 
l _ S „ î г 
and as n tends to infinity (the variance b2 is finite) we have 
I (a, — a) 2 d _ » -> 0 . 
T Ь . V -
в ! ~ 
max cn_ 
Thus the lemma is proved . 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. The statistic (3.1) can be written [2] 
ІM = 2 T ' < 5 - з ) .?(-„ _ , ,
where the ff have the distribution (1.2). If we p u t rjs = if, a = 6 = a > 0 
and 
C„s = — for y_ _ 5 ^ w - i n , 
= 0 otherwise , 
then the condition (5.2) has t h e form 
_____ • 0 . (5.4) 
n - І. 
Z , S2 
8 - í „ 
But 
___Уi ?от _ _ ___? 
я -i« „ — «-__ " 1 
»(* + 1) 
v
n 1 v l -
/ — / "7—i—ïT ?» и- + 1 —- -, (5.5) 
w, + 1 — ..„ __ . 1 
=__ _______ ^ _ ...... - ^ ^ + i — ^ -_ ^ , 
so t h a t (5.4) really follows when n -> oo from (5.5), From (5.3) we then have, 
V i 
t h a t the mean value E(e(t„jn)) = ff _>^ - and the variance D
2(Q(IJ,:)) — 
s = ; 
n - in 




6. ASYMPTOTIC KELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF T H E STATISTIC Q{iJn) 
From the point of view of the application (section 4) it is important to 
select in and jn so, tha t we obtain a test with as large a power as possible. Let 
us find the asymptotic solution when n -»- oo, which is a guide to the solution 
for small n occurring in practice. We shall let the alternative hypothesis approach 
the null hypothesis as n -> oo in such a way, tha t the power converges to a 
number < 1, thus avoiding the convergence of the power to 1 as n -> co and 
hence the vanishing of the difference between possible tests. 
Let us assume, tha t for n = 1 ,2 , . . . we have the alternative hypothesis 
oXn -= aQ + A , dx > 0 , (6.1) 
\ln 
and tha t we wish to test it by the test (we denote it as Test 1) with the critical 
region 
Q(KJn) = £f* i i-ja) — £f*ft) > cx(n, in, j n , <x) , (6.2) 
where cx(n, in, j n , <%) is selected so t ha t the level is equal <x. 
Theorem 2. / / 
lim h = q , l i m h = p , (0.3) 
n—>oo tv n-^co IV 
and if (5.1) holds, then the power of Test 1 under the alternative hypotheses (6.1) 
converges to the number 
i - # I.. - i . - , T ^ p l . (6.*) 
g(l - p) 
w/^ere 0 is l/ie standardised normal distribution function and ta the solution of the 
quation 1 — 0(ta) = a. The expression (6.4) is maximal for p = 0, g = 0.203 . . . 
P roof . First of all the choice of a does not effect the statistic i ^ " > T ^ ^ A 
»(t?(V.)) 
so t ha t according to Theorem 1 the statistic g(^n) n a s u n ( l e r the hypothesis 
n - in 
» ]> ^ 1 
% —> co we have 
, n - *n 
(6.1) the asymptotic normal distribution N(alra / —, gf? 
cx(n, i,„ j n , a) — B(Q{iJn) | a0) ; 
Ďta^RT _ -*•• (b-0) 
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Now 
lim P {Q«M > cг(n, in, j n , tx | aln} = 
Q(ІnІn) ~~ E(Q(in1») I ain) ^ Cl — ЩdnÒn) \ am) 
V(Qdnin) I aiv) " V(Q(inin) I *!«) ' ' '") 
= lim [l -0 ( C i ^ . ^ L ^ ) l -= l - (p/lim c A w
E ( g ( - M i ^ ) ) -= 
«^oo L \ D(g(ff.,B) I ffm) /J Woo
 D(eu-„v I GTm) / 
= 1 — 0 [ l im ( D(g(^n> 1 go) c i - E(g(^)jgo) , 
U-^oo \ D ( g ( V f | ) I <rlB) ' ,
D(0(iM3n) I ff0) 
_f E(g(»«Jn) 1 go) ~ E ( g i ' A ) 1 g l ) \ 1 /g 6 \ 
D(Q(iJn) I ^ l J / J ' 
The sums in the expressions for the moments 
' E(g(w„) I a) = a ^ - , D2(g(,V») M = *a 2 ? ' ( 6 '7 ) 
can be suitable modified. Using the Euler-MacLaurin sum formula for the 
function /(x) = x~k we have the relation 
n_ "3 "2 
2 ~ = J *"* d* + -L + i + k JPX(X) *-<*+-> dx , 
where we shall assume, tha t the integers k __% 1 and 0 < nx < n2. The function 
Px(x) is determined as follows (m is an integer): 
P_(x) = m — x + -x- , w < x < m + I , 
= 0 , x = m , 
so tha t |P!(a;)| < — for all #. Therefore 
n_ n_ 
\JP_(X) *-(-+-> áx [ < J - J L - áx < -2-Í 2.Ы* ' 
thus 
where 
---' sљ J ж i 
- = -- dz + в<? , 
|e<*>| < 5 JL 
119 




where le^l < - . - ^ . Using this relation in (6.6), where we insert also the 
2 In 
alternative hypothesis (6.1) and make use of the limits given in (6.3) and (6.5), 
we obtain (6.4). The expression (6.4) becomes a maximum, when the function 
w-y^h1!* <8-fl) 
is maximal. Firs t of all the function h(p, q) has no extreme values for 0 5S 
<p <\ — q <l. Now let p -= p0, then the equation ^- h(p0, q) ~ 0 may be 
writ ten in the form 
vq = e * "«' . 
We then find 
t>a = J — ^ L = - 4.920... . 
^ 1 m 
The function ^(p0, q) has thus a maximum qPi> = — , which increases 
Vq 
with decreasing pQ; so tha t it is largest for pQ = 0, i. e. 
g0 = - i = 0.203 . . . 
v« 
Thus Theorem 2 is proved. 
We now compare Test 1 with the uniformly most powerful test. Therefore 
we use the alternative hypothesis 
alm -= cr0 + ---L , d 2 > 0 , m - = l , 2, . . . . (6.10) 
|/w 
and we shall test it by the uniformly most powerful test (we denote it as Test 2) 
with the critical region 
m 
ñ 2 f * > C з ( w ' a ) • m fc=i 
The asymptotic power of Test 2 is obtained in a way similar to t h a t used in 
Theorem 2 in the form 
1 - 0 k - -M . (6.11) 
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Comparing (6.4) and (6.11) we see, t ha t Test 1 has the same asymptotic 
power with respect to the alternative hypothesis (6.1) as Test 2 with respect 
to the alternative hypothesis (6.10), when (see (6.9)) 
The expression h2(p, q) is the asymptotic relative efficiency (some values 
are given in Table 5), because if 
m ___ ld2)
2 
~n ~ \dx) 
•? 6. 3 8, 4 S„ 
Fig. 3. The power curves of the Test 1 and 2. 
5C, 
7 4 
1 - M (ì 2 Ф> 0.05); 2 - M( Є ( 2 ) ; 0,05; 10) ; 3 - M(£ 2 H> °-
05) 5 4 - M(Є(i)? 0.05; 5) . 
k=- 1 k=l 
then the alternative hypotheses (6.1) and (6.10) are equivalent and Test 1 
for the sample size n has the same power as Test 2 for the sample size m, 
i. e. the fraction — states to what number we could reduce the number of 
n 
observations if we used the Test 2 in place of the Test 1. 
From Theorem 2 and (6.9) it follows, t h a t the largest asymptotic relative 
efficiency equals h2(0; 0.203 ...) = 0.647...., i. e. when Test 1 has the critical 
region (6.2) in the form 
Qd) = £?« f l-in) > Cifa, j n , oc) , j n Kt 0.203w . 
We use this result as an approximation for small m and n. Since m, n and j 
are integers, we shall proceed as follows: We star t with the sample size -n and 
pu t 
j = [0.203^] , 
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where [x] is the largest integer ^ x, and 
m = [0.647w]* , 
where [#]* is the smallest integer >̂ x. As we have experimentally ascertained, 
we obtain by this procedure the best agreement between the power curves 
of the two tests for small sample sizes. The power of Test 1 may be writ ten 
(see sections 3 and 4) 
M(g(jy, oc, n) = P(Q(j) > ru)tff§>n,„ \ a = ka0), (k > 1) 
and the power of Test 2 equals (see sections 2 and 4) 
« m m 
12 # * =p u 2 ̂  >2—1a == ***> (^ > 1 } • 
In this way the power curves of both tests were obtained as shown in Fig. 3 
for the pairs M(g(l); 0.05; 5), M ( i Y If; 0.051 and M(g(2); 0.05; 10), 
M l - /> f£; 0.05J . From the course of these curves good agreement is evident 
thus indicating the relatively high efficiency of Test 1 (using the order statistic 
Hn-j+i)) even when using small samples. 
• 7. CONCLUSION 
On the basis of tests performed on antifriction bearings it has been verified, 
t ha t the distribution (1.1) is a suitable model for various deviations from 
geometrical shape. For these cases the coefficients for determining control 
limits for the statistical quality control of out-of-roundness are given. The 
detailed quality control procedure is omitted, since it is analogous to known 
methods of control by variables. Application of the method presented here 
together with tha t proposed by B. PARDUBSKY [6] makes possible statistical 
quality control in the wide field, where deviations from geometrical shape 
of precise machined parts have to be restricted to a minimum. 
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S o u h r n 
STATISTICKÁ REGULACE O D C H Y L E K N E O K R O U H L O S T I 
TVARU SOUČÁSTÍ 
VLADIMÍR K L E G A 
(Došlo dne 27. března 1958.) 
N a základě experimentálního materiálu lze předpokládat, že odchylka 
neokrouhlosti £ se řídí Weibullovým rozdělením (1.1) s parametry o a /?, z nichž 
fi se během výroby nemění. Překročení horní mezní odchylky neokrouhlosti 
tvaru TE odpovídá alternativa Hx : a > a0 proti nulové hypotéze H0 : a <, a0. 
K testování nulové hypotézy jsou navrženy dva testy: stejnoměrně nejmo-
n 
hutnější test (1) pomocí statistiky - 1 ^> | f a test (2) pomocí rozpětí o ( w ) = 
fc-i 
= ifn + i-i) — š(i) mezi /-tou největší a i-toxx nejmenší hodnotou v uspořá­
daném výběru fi, ..., £«. 
Pro aplikaci testu (1) je vhodné užití kritického oboru 
n 
- y fi > DTP 
n 
k~г 
(koeficient D je tabelo ván v tab . 3) a pro aplikaci testu (2) užití velmi jedno­
duchého oboru 
V É ^ - f(»+i-i) > 1/Sf - T . , j « 0,20371 
(koeficient Z>* je tabelován5 v tab . 4), kde e je povolené procento zmetků. 
V souvislosti s volbou kriteria (2) jsou dokázány dvě věty: 
Věta 1. Nechť in a j n závisí na n tak, ze lim j n = lim (n -f 1 — Ín — jn) = co. 
11—S-CQ Jí—>0O 
Potom má statistika Q(inSn) asymptoticky normální rozdělení 
(
n-i,i «-ňi . \ 
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Věta 2. Je-li 
i„ *., 
ћ m — = q , lim — = p 
n—¥co 'ft* П—!-0O П 
a je-li splněno (5.1), pate mohutnost testu pomoci Q(inJn) při alternativách (6.1) 
konverguje k číslu (6.4), Me 0 je normovaná normální distribuční funkce a ta je 
řešením rovnice 1 — &(ta) = a. Výraz (6.4) dosahuje maxima při p = 0, g = 
= 0,203 . . . 
Р е з ю м е 
С Т А Т И С Т И Ч Е С К И Й К О Н Т Р О Л Ь О Т К Л О Н Е Н И Й Ф О Р М Ы 
Д Е Т А Л Е Й ОТ О К Р У Ж Н О С Т И 
ВЛАДИМИР КЛЕГА ^1а<1шпг К1е§а) 
(Поступило в редакцию 27/111 1958 г.) 
На основании опытов можно предполагать, что отклонение формы | рас­
пределено по закону (1.1) (\УЕ1ВИХЪ) С параметрами а и /?, из которых /3 не 
изменяется в течении производства. Превышению верхнего предельного 
отклонения формы соответствует альтернативная гипотеза Н1 : а > а0 про­
тив нулевой гипотезы Е0: а ^ сг0. К проверке нулевой гипотезы предложе­
ны два критерия: равномерно наиболее мощный критерий (1), пользую-
п 
щийся статистикой — ")> | | , и критерий (2), пользующийся размахом д^ = 
= |(п + 1_^ — |(г) между (п + 1 — ?)-ым и *-ым членами вариационного ряда 
^ 4/9 &/» 
5 1 ^ ^ 2 д • • • > Ь и -
К применению критерия (1) удобна критическая область 
П - - - / 
А = 1 
(коэффициент ^ табелирован в таб. 3), а к применению критерия (2) удобна 
очень простая область 
0 / » _ 
Уесоо = 1(,+1-3-) > У1>?. те, ]ъ о,2озп 
(коэффициент ^ * табелирован в таб. 4), где в — дозволенный процент брака-
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В связи с выбором критерия (2) доказаны следующие теоремы: 
Теорема 1. Пусть 1п и уп зависит от п так,что И т ]п = Ит (п -\- 1 -
п—юо »1—?00 
— ?'п ~~ ?п) == оо. Тогда статистика дМ) распределена по асимптоти­
чески нормальному закону 
* / п - Зп п ~ г'п 
Теорема 2. .Если 
И т -Ь == д , И т ^ = р 
П—э-00 Я" П—>00 " ' 
и если выполнено (5.1), /по мощность критерия д^п^я) для альтернативной 
гипотезы (6.1) сходится к числу (6.4), где Ф — нормированная нормальная 
функция распределения и 1Л выполняет равенство 1 — Ф(1а) = «. Выра­
жение (6.4) максимально, когда р = 0, д = 0,203 . . . 
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